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- The latest news from the Trade Safety Newcastle team -

CONSTRUCTION ERUPTION
Recently we have been working with our
builders on a heap of new construction
projects and it's looking like that trend
will be continuing. It's great to see such a
strong industry in these challenging
times. Need help with site safety
management? Give us a yell.
RUSTY NEWS
I had a few personal goals with my bike
riding last month. Partly because Phoebe
and I both signed up for the Tour de Kids
Charity bike ride. My goal was to ride
1200km for the month. I ended up doing
just over 1300km so am feeling super fit
after that. The best bit of this is our RNR
cycling team collectively rode over
6400km and raised just over $7000.00 for
the Starlight Childrens Foundation. Great
result.

A WORD FROM PHOEBE
In September, I rode 428km for the Tour
de Kids Challenge, smashing my 300km
goal! Proud of myself for pushing
through.
I am looking forward to NSW opening up
in the next few weeks on the road back
to “normal” so we can resume regular
site visits and toolbox talks.
MONTHLY SAFETY STATS

1 INCIDENTS

VACCINATION POLICIES
We have been getting a lot of enquiry in
regards to COVID-19 vaccinations and
how this will affect businesses and
workers. This needs to be handled
differently for each business depending
on the industry, the workers and where
your workers conduct their work. (eg:
other clients sites etc) We are
suggesting that all our clients get a
vaccination policy in place that clearly
outlines what is expected for the
workers working in your business.
Please Note: This vaccination policy
doesn't need to be a 'Vaccination is
mandatory' policy. Get in touch if you
need a hand getting this in place.
SAFE WORK MONTH
Its Safe Work Month throughout
October so it’s time to increase focus on
improving work health and safety in your
workplace, including the wellbeing of
your employees. This has never been
more relevant than it is right now. There
is a heap of resources available for this
on the SafeWork NSW website or by
contacting Trade Safety.

POPULAR SOCIAL

Rusty and Phoebe
riding
bikes
during the Tour
de Kids Bike Ride.
Check our TS
instagram feed.
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